
 

Leviosa BLUE by Joao Miranda & Julio Montoro

"When I saw the effect in video, I couldn't believe it. When Julio and Joao
explained me the workings I couldn't believe the method! LEVIOSA creates a
new conception in the universe of the Haunted Deck."
- Luis Olmedo (FISM WORLD CHAMPION IN MICRO MAGIC 2022)

"Thank you for giving us a WHO0000OAAAAA moment! Lucca has been
performing the Haunted deck thousands of times, but JULIO and JOAO took this
illusion to new HEIGHTS, literally!!!"
- ANCA & LUCCA. FISM MENTALISM CHAMPIONS 2022.

"It is not like the best thing I've seen you do. It is the best thing I've seen almost
ANYONE DO."
- Craig Petty.

"I've seen so many amazing effects in Blackpool 2023, but my favorite by miles
was LEVIOSA. This effect took the haunted deck to a high new level. Thanks so
much for creating this."
- Laura London.

"When I saw the first part of LEVIOSA I thought it was a really cool trick, but
when Julio did the second part it was a slap in my f**king ass."
- Markobi. FISM CARD MAGIC WORLD CHAMPION

There are dozens of versions of the Haunted Deck, but if the magician had real
magic powers, he would perform Leviosa!

First a card is chosen, signed and returned to the deck.

Without any suspicious moves and with the magician still, the deck cuts itself in
half, projecting the signed card out!

Then from the floor, the whole deck defies gravity itself, soaring through the air
into the magician waiting hand, leaving the audience in a state of unparalleled
wonder.

The best part? Leviosa resets itself. The performer starts and ends 100% clean.
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As soon as the deck flies to the hand, the magician can go ahead and either
perform the effect again (people will ask to!), or simply place the deck inside the
box and continue the show with absolute freedom.

Leviosa is 100% self-contained and a true professionals' dream come true.

You'll look like a real-life Harry Potter when you perform Leviosa.

FAQ:

1. Will the invisible gimmick break?
Since the programming is made in-house, with the motors pre-programmed, the
risk of breaking the secret gimmick, assuming the effect is performed correctly, is
close to 0. Just relax and see the magic happen by itself.

2. How easy it is to perform?
You just need to push a button and see the magic happen by itself!

3. If I accidently break the IT, is more provided?
Yes, we offer a spool with 45 meters of João Miranda's pre-stripped IT!

4. Does Leviosa comes ready to use or do I need to prepare anything?
It comes ready to use, right out of the box, with no special setup required.

5. Most IT effects require a certain hook-up or previous setup. Is Leviosa
any different?
Yes, totally different. João Miranda created a new principle in IT effects where
the gimmick is 100% self-contained into the deck of cards.
The "setup" is done right in front of the audience eyes.
There is no cleanup, since it is 100% automatic and 100% self-contained.

Leviosa comes ready to use outside the box with the special gimmicks,
accessories, USB charger and full video instructions.

Red and blue color available.
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